
Work in Progress 

Weekly Report 10 - 10/22/18 to 10/28/18 

After much focus and hard work this week, all of the goals set previously were achieved. 
An interview was scheduled with Ms. Darlina Crowder, a very successful attorney in the area I 
have been hoping to speak with this coming week. Additionally, my linkedin and digital 
portfolio were updated this week. New connections were made on linkedin with other ISM 
students and the professionals that have already been contacted for interviews. The digital 
portfolio now has various pictures from business symposium and  interviews, as well as all of the 
completed assessments and weekly reports so far. An idea for the original work was also decided 
on. The first original work proposal seemed like a strong idea at the time however, after later 
reflection a new idea was decided on. For the original work, a bill will be written and submitted 
to my congressman outlining a new plan for judicial appointments in Texas. Instead of through 
partisan elections that can create bias in sentencing, other methods of appointment will be 
researched and suggested.  

Hopefully this week will be just as productive as the previous week. With an interview on 
Friday, additional research must be done on specific aspects of trial procedure, such as how to 
write opening and closing statements or how to question witnesses. After this research, 
preparation for the interview will be done. Additionally, because of the change in my original 
work idea, the new proposal will be written and research on the history of partisan elections for 
judicial appointments will be conducted. Furthermore, with set goals for the year now in place, I 
can begin working towards them by updating my website and binder bi-weekly, as well as 
thinking about which attorney I think may be a good mentor. 

 


